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Making our races safe
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Getting started, come prepared…
q Turn up to the start/finish area or sign-on area with reasonable time to allow
you to gather your equipment (flag, hi Viz bib, whistle) and get to your corner
before the race starts. Usually 30 minutes before the race starts is plenty of
time.
q Sign the marshals sign-on sheet, required by Cycling Ireland for insurance
purposes.
q Liaise with the marshalling lead for the event and collect enough bibs and flags
q Once at your corner inspect it for loose gravel or objects on the road which
may be a hazard to the riders and do your best to remove them.
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Be alert, be courteous- It’s our Club
Instructions for Corner Marshals During a Road Race
q During a cycle race every point on the course where the riders turn from one road
onto another should be marshalled by at least one corner marshal.
q Usually two are assigned to each corner and sometimes more if the race organisers
feel the corner requires it.
q The job of a corner marshal is twofold:
Ø to alert other road users to the fact that there is a cycle race in progress which
allows them to proceed with appropriate caution; and,
Ø to inform the riders of the turn.
q By law marshals cannot stop a motorist to allow a bunch to negotiate a corner or
other hazard. However, this can be the safest solution and so marshals may, at their
discretion, encourage a motorist to stop, and the vast majority kindly do.
q You are a representative of our club and sport so always be courteous to other road
users, even if they take exception or are abusive to you. Most drivers are courteous in
return.
q Be prepared for adverse weather conditions
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Going From Major Road Onto Minor Road
•

Two marshals position themselves
as indicated

•

Each marshal (A & B) should
observe traffic/riders as per arrows

•

Alert each other-by whistle

•

Use your flag to indicate direction
riders should take
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How to marshall a T - Junction.
A, B & C are the positions of marshals A, B
and C. The arrows show where each
marshal should look. Remember only take
up these positions if and when it is safe to
do so. If there isn’t an opportunity to take
up these positions before the bunch
arrives stand to the side of the road and
do your best to indicate the direction and
call and hazards to the bunch.
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As the bunch approaches…be ready
q Decide between you who will stand where (see follow on diagrams ), put on your bib,
grab your flag and get ready.
q When the bunch approaches in good time marshal A should
Ø let the other marshals know the bunch is coming, use whistle to send alert
Ø indicate with your flag the direction the bunch should take,
Ø check for other road users approaching the junction and encourage them to
stop.
q When marshals B and C get the signal from marshal A they should warn, and possibly
suggest stopping, to any approaching traffic. If a motorist is kind enough to stop use
your flag to ensure any other motorists behind them are aware of you as they may
try to overtake the stopped vehicle, this is particularly important if the first vehicle is a
van, lorry or 4x4 etc.
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The bunch has arrived..make yourself visible & heard
q As the riders make their approach to the corner shout a warning if there are any hazards
at the corner that couldn’t be removed (e.g. potholes) or if there is any traffic which may
cause a hazard.
q Keep your shouts short, clear and loud and repeat them as the bunch passes so all the
riders hear the warning not just the front few. An appropriate shout could be ‘Car, keep
tight!’.
q Before releasing stopped vehicles take care to ensure that there is not a split in the
bunch meaning another group of riders are entering the corner.
q As you release any stopped vehicles remember to give them a wave and thank them for
their co-operation.
q Repeat this process for each bunch on each lap.
q Once the last riders have passed you on the last lap collect the signs and return them
and the other equipment.
q It is essential that all riders, and marshals, understand that marshals cannot stop every
vehicle and the onus is always on the riders to stay on their own side of the road.
Marshals will never be held responsible if a rider breaks the rules of
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Going From Minor Road Onto Major Road
A, B & C are the positions of marshals A, B and
C. The arrows show where each marshal should
look. Remember only take up these positions if
and when it is safe to do so. If there isn’t an
opportunity to take up these positions before
the bunch arrives stand to the side of the road
and do your best to indicate the direction and
call and hazards to the bunch. .
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